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Glitter Karaoke 

"Sing And Drink"

Glitter Karaoke situated in the heart of Midtown, with its trendy ambience

and live match screenings has turned out to be a popular hangout spot for

youngsters in the neighborhood. Cheap drinks, wide range of culinary

delights and state-of-the-art karaoke equipments make this one of the

best karaoke bars in the city. Talented chefs, friendly waiters and an

enthusiastic crowd set the perfect ambience for night full of fun and

entertainment. Head straight to the stage and sing your heart out or

simply sit back with your favorite drink and cheer as fellow patrons try

their hand at singing.

 www.glitterkaraoke.com/  2621 Milam Street, Houston TX
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Spotlight Karaoke 

"Singing on the Spot"

Feel like getting goofy with a mic after downing a couple of drinks with

your buddies? Step into Spotlight Karaoke. The libations are delicious as is

the sushi, but the music is what makes you want to stay. They have an

extensive songlist across genres for your singing pleasure. Whether you're

crooning to the golden oldies, popping bubbles with mainstream pop or

busting a move to the latest tracks, there's something for everyone here.

They have multiple private rooms for parties with your posse and they

even help you host karaoke parties at your own pad.

 +1 713 266 7768  www.spotlightkaraoke.com/  5901 Westheimer Road, Houston TX
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Yes KTV 

"Singing Capers in Houston"

If you're looking to add a bit of an international flavor to your singing

parties, head over to the Yes KTV Bar in Chinatown for a good time. This

quirky karaoke space on Bellaire Boulevard features a motley list of songs

that range from mainstream English preferences, to Chinese, Vietnamese,

Korean, Japanese and Thai language songs. The singing rooms on offer

come with their own set of quirks, replete with neon lighting and a glitzy

lounging space. Add to that, their private VIP room feature ensures that

you can sing in full abandon with your group of friends. What's more, Yes

KTV lets you bring in your own drinks along, the only offering of its kind

yet in Houston.

 +1 832 605 8566  www.yesktv.net/  YesKTV@gmail.com  9889 Bellaire Boulevard,

Building A, Second Floor,

Houston TX
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